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We show that over an algebraically closed field k ofpositive characteristic p the
global moduli space of polarized abelian varieties is not the disjoint union of
irreducible components, Let
moduli space of pairs (X. A),.X a
d(rl) == g-dimensionat abelian variety) ,\ :X ~X
a polarization such that deg("\) = n 2.
,s4<rt) is a scheme over SpecZ (for more details and references see [lD. Cer
a ::: (8:, ..• , 8r ) be a sequence of positive integers such that _81 ' thJ ... ·16. and
Ilf-r &. := n, and set .
{
the open subscheme O.f s.f,(Yl) of pat.·rs (X,A)
9/.(3) = I.
such that ker(A)::::Il Z/8Z X nita...
1 1
The s1(') are disjoint and their closures are tbe irreducible components of :4(.)
[Mumford, unpublished; see [3]). The fiber of d,(-) over spec C is the disjoint union
of the d{&~s.·We give here an -examplesnowing that in the. fibers of .sI<.) over
spec(k) the closures of the ,sf(I),S are not always" disjoint.
More speciflcally.Iet A be the product of a supersingularelliptic curve"E~With
itself. Let Ao be a prinelpa! polarization oB·E and let A. be p times Aox'~o. We
computed the local moduli space of (At'Alin [2] and found it has twocomponents.
We now show that one component is in theclosure of 3I(p.")·and the other'in the
closure of. stU.p"t).
We restate the results ofthecomputation•. :0 do thls we recall some notation.
For details see (2). Dleudonne modules overa ring R of eharacterisricparecertala
modules over W(R) [[V]] [F] where W(R) Isthe ring:'of Witt vectors over-R and
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F, V satisfy the usual relations (including FV ~ VF = p). The Dieudonne module
M of the formal group of.1 is given by generators er; e2 and relations
Fe! =Vel
Fe2 = Ve.%.
The dual module, M', is given by generators f. and f; and relations
Ff!.= Vf3
Ff.= Vf4.
The universal deformation of M, written..4~ is defined over the formal powerseries
ring knTh ... , Tot]] and is given by generators eh e2 and relations
Fel ~ Vel +'Iel + rZ.ez
Here I. is tbe Witt vector (~, 0,0" .•. ). The dua! of ..It, the universal deformation of
M' is Eiven by generators fhfz and relations
Ff3 = Vj] - tJ/J - hf4
PI.. = Vf4 - '2[3 -1..!4.
The polarization A induces a map (also denoted A.)
A:M~M'
i =1t2
for some unit w in W(k). TIle local moduli space of (A, A) is the largest subscherne
of spec k [[Th ••••, T..}] on which'\ extends. Setting m =(Th ••• , T4) we found in [2J
that this subscheme is defined by
(T2 - TJYCT1(T.. - T2T3) = 0 mod mP+3•
The extension A of A is
A : eJ"" pw/J +W(t2 - t"y< - IZ{3- t.f4) mod mP +3
The two components of the local moduli space have leading forms T~ - TI and
T1T 04 - T:zT3 respectively. We assert that (1) the component defined by (T2 - T 3Y' is
in the"closure of sJ(p,P) and (2) the component defined by T~T... .:T::T;i is in the
closure of d O •p 2).
First p -r • A = AD X AD is a principal polarization of A ~ E x E. An easy computa
tion .shows that (A, p -I .. A) has local moduli space defined by Tz-T3 +higner
degree terms=O. The first. assertion follows directly.from.this,
The map induced by A from ~l to.A1.. 'IV.At f is not zero on the component defined
IJI!l!t':ectwruofccmponenJ,0/Ih.~ mexIa"; SPtJ£~ DIabeliim ~tiu 107
by T1T~ -',T2T] ~FhjHhe~'degree 'terms ~. o.Therelcre it is not zeromodulo p =,W.
Consequently on the abelianscheme "lev'e(thc',kerii'el bt;~l)s~noi ·co~tairied~iri.tbe
• • I • '.. - .... tt I. .-'... • . ~ • • _,. • • '. . • • r .' .. •
kernel of.multiplication' by p~Thus ihis·compone'nt·is~iio't:in' {be do"stire ·of.s4~p) and
m~~t bein the cio's,~r~ 'of.\~il.Pt).
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